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Dear Sir or Madam,
We have read with great interest a recent article by Crowther and Lambert [1]. In this article, the authors cited one of our previous works [2] and wrote (Section 2.2): "Previous work by Remontet et al. used numerical integration, but used quadratic splines, limited to only two knots, with no restriction on the splines". Herein, we would like to draw the attention of the reader to this incorrect reading of our method. Indeed, the method we proposed ([2], pages 2216-2217) enables the use of any type of regression spline including restricted splines (of any order and with any number of knots). For example, throughout the article, we used cubic splines (e.g., equation 6, figure 2, table II, or figure 3). We used quadratic splines for comparison with the RSurv function [3] which “handles only quadratic splines” ([2] page 2218). In fact, in our approach, any parametric function which is linear with respect to the parameters could be used: this is the case of regression splines, restricted splines, fractional polynomials, etc. Thus, all these functions may be used to describe the log excess mortality baseline rate as well as the functional forms and the time-dependent effects of the covariates. When one moves from splines to fractional polynomials, for example, only the basis functions change and our approach applies exactly in the same way. 
Furthermore, taking advantage of the data splitting, we obtained maximum likelihood estimates using an elementary method of integration that improved substantially the computing efficiency compared to Gaussian quadrature (without the need for the analytic/numerical complex procedure described by Crowther and Lambert in section 3.2). In our article ([2], page 2225), we underlined this point by writing “our function is about seven times faster than the user-friendly RSurv function”, the integration in RSurv being based on Gauss-Legendre numerical integration (as indicated in [2] page 2216). We also mentioned that our work “confirms the easier implementation of approaches based on split data” ([2], page 2225). Since its publication, our method was used in several studies where it showed to be computationally very efficient even with very large datasets [4-10]. 
The article of Crowther and Lambert added a refinement to the methodology of modelling of net survival by introducing robust variance in case of clusters [1]. Besides, these authors wrote a user-friendly STATA software which is a useful addition to the already existing algorithms in STATA and R (e.g., relsurv [11] and flexrsurv [12]). 
However, after several years supporting the modelling on the log cumulative hazard scale [13-15] (which has several important advantages but a major difficulty when multiple time-dependent effects are present), Crowther and Lambert switched to the log hazard scale and, ultimately, recognized that an approach proposed 25 years ago [16] is probably the most appropriate framework to the multivariate modelling of net survival. This seminal framework has been refined thereafter by numerous authors [2, 17-19] and, as explained above, especially concerning the use of any kind of flexible parametric function and concerning the computational aspect. Thus, it is worth mentioning that the main features of the general framework described by Crowther and Lambert were defined several years ago.
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